
The basic 
pattern of 

interpersonal 
conflict

Difference/
Disagreement trigger

incitementcognitive
A perception, filtered through 
POV and desire

Difference between what 
someone wants, and what they 
see happening

Incompatible goals

Negative emotion Internal conflict
affective Thought/feeling

Scarce resources/fear anxiety Fear of loss of something

interference External conflict
actionbehavioral
A trigger on the other side

We always interfere to stop 
something from happening.

Always ask what are we trying 
to stop?

Attachment theory
Show characters and style of 
attachments to each other

Then show how those 
attachments express 
themselves in dialog and actions

Maybe publish a book about it

Conflict theory basic 
outline

Conflicts escalate into abuse

Maximize positive 
consequences

Minimize negative 
consequences

Action
What stimulates the conflict
Influence nature of the conflict

How it’s conducted Mentally

Action

Physically

Verbally

Written

What is the impact of the conflict

These are all called ‘conflict 
phenomena’

Six areas

Types of incompatibility

Deutsche Two dimensions

first Conflict is episodic or It comes and goes

pervasive It is always present

second Incompatibility is defining 
characteristic of conflict

An action is incompatible with 
another action

It obstructs

interferes

injures

Reduces likelihood

Reduces effectivenessHocker and WIlson Struggle between at least two 
parties who perceive i

Incompatible goals
Scarce resources
Interference from the other party 
in achieving their goals

Principaled/communal conflict

principled

communal
Shared values

Internal to relationship

External to relationship

Realistic/nonrealistic conflict

realistic

nonrealistic

Personal/superindividual conflict

Unexpressed/expressed conflict

Behavioral/attributional conflict

Transgression/
nontransgression-based conflict

Focus

Salience

Consequences

Antagonistic/Dialectical Conflict

Conflict Issues

Relational contexts Intimacy Cross Relational Comparisons

Developmental Comparisons

Dependence The chilling effect

Dependence and responses to 
Dissatisfaction

Social networks Social Networks as causes of 
Dyadic Conflict

Social Networks as Shapers of 
Conflict

Perceptions Knowledge Structures Conflict Frames

Conflict Metaphors

Conflict Scripts

Relational Beliefs

Problem Conceptualization

Perceptual Biases
Sentiment Override

Reactivity

Positive Illusions

Information Processing

Argumentation patterns Defining Features

Argument Sequences

Argument escalation Escalation sequences

Argument AttentuationSerial arguing

Relational Effects

Conflict management styles Responses to Dissatisfaction

Conflict Resolution Styles

Conflict Tactics

Avoidance-Distributive-
Integrative Strategies

Conflict in formal relationships Not covered

Conflict in informal 
relationships

Acquaintances

Roommates

Friends

Lovers

Family members

Models of communications 
with ourselves, with other 
individuals, with groups, 
with ‘society’, with ‘God’, 
with ‘Country’, with life 
itself, with the universe, 
with reality, with identity 

and sets of ideas, all these 
relationships that we 

establish, with a city like 
New York, what kind of 

relationship does he 
establish

Conflict theory detail 
outline

Conflicts escalate into abuse

Maximize positive 
consequences

Minimize negative 
consequences

Action
What stimulates the conflict
Influence nature of the conflict

How it’s conducted Mentally

Action

Physically

Verbally

Written

What is the impact of the conflict

These are all called ‘conflict 
phenomena’

Six areas

Types of 
incompatibility

Deutsche Two dimensions

first Conflict is episodic or It comes and goes

pervasive It is always present

second Incompatibility is defining 
characteristic of conflict

An action is incompatible with 
another action

It obstructs

interferes

injures

Reduces likelihood

Reduces effectivenessHocker and WIlson Struggle between at least two 
parties who perceive 

Incompatible goals
Scarce resources
Interference from the other party 
in achieving their goals

Principaled/
communal conflict

principled Reflects disagreements about 
ideals and reflects value 
differences Democrats and republicans 

currently
Usually a negative impact

communal
Shared values

Internal to relationship e.g. desire for children

External to relationship e.g. politics, group membership

Differ about what methods to 
achieve goals and uphold 
values

Often a positive relational 
impact, deepens understanding Only really when internal to the 

relationship

Politics will still go negative fast 
even if values are shared

Realistic/
nonrealistic conflict

realistic A change expected
Frustration of specific demands 
within a relationship
Estimates of gains
Aggression directed at a specific  
frustrating target

If you defeat the target you get 
the result, so it’s realistic conflict

Means towards a result

nonrealistic
Mainly just tension release

No result expected
Unable to confront causes of 
their frustration, take anger out 
on others

A screaming trauma victim, 
repeats trauma in his mind, 
anger has to go somewhere

Tension release through 
aggression

Personal/
superindividual 
conflict

personal Acting in his or her own self 
interest

Mad max

superindividual Serving the interests of the 
collectiviy

The leaders of the community in 
the wasteland

Acting on behalf of othersHarder, radical positions

Self visualization as heroes in a 
noble crusade

Willing to go to any lengths and 
cannot compromise or sell out

Why? Because greater 
legitimacy and justification for 
extreme action.

wives Conflict over husbands lack of 
expressiveness, emotions

Arg: wil benefit me

Conflict over their own 
autonomy / independence

Arg: will benefit me

Conflict over are of children arg: will benefit children and 
family unit, superindividual

Arguing husband should change 
his behavior

Unexpressed/
expressed conflict

People withhold complaints for 
fear of hurting relationship

Unexpressed creates hostility or 
emotional ambivalence

This may be the best we can 
hope for

Expressed conflict might be 
better (but see 4th edition, 
probably not)

People often withhold irritations, often more than one

Because Unimportant
Complaining would have 
negative relational 
consequences
Discloser’s self image would be 
damaged
Communication would be futile

Relationship isn’t intimate 
enough or important enough to 
justify discussing it
The complaint is illegitimate
Indirect complaining is preferred

Situational cues inhibit 
disclosure

Effects Limited info

Sometimes unexpressed conflict 
can be harmful

E.g. anger expressed after 
multiple provocations

The other person often sees it 
as unprovoked and overreaction

Benefits of relationship outweigh 
the problems caused by 
conflicts

Little reason to start a fight

With women, conflict avoidance 
reduces their security

Conflict avoidance prevents 
women from understanding their 
partners and reinforces negative 
views of relationships
But it allows men to dodge 
distressing relational issues and 
maintain favorable view of 
relationships

Men like to be distracted from 
their distractions reduce 
likelihood of their relationships 
being destabliizedIs does it result in bursts of 

anger

Or is it a long term strategy for 
maintaining relationshipa

Conflict 
Issues

Inherently conflict is about a 
particular topic or behavior

Interdependence as source of 
conflict

Surra and Longstreth 45 activities were queries 
resulting in

10 clusters

sex
Relationship maintenance

Foods/errands
housekeeping

exercise

Secure stimulation

entertainment/cultural

partying

sports/games

companionship

notes Looked at Individual preference for activiy

How similar preferences were

How frequently performed

gender men Only conflict about relationship 
maintenance threatened stability

Only similarities in 
entertainment/cultural reduced 
conflict

Frequent join participation in 
r.m., housekeeping and exercise 
increased conflict

women
Sex, r.m., partying Didn’t seem to cause conflict
Sex and sports/games Did seem to cause conflict

The greater the participation in 
entertainment/cultural activities, 
the greater the conflict

Sex, r.m. partying and 
companionship, conflicts about 
these were toughest over a 
years time

Kurden

6 areas of conflict

power

Social issues

Personal flaws

distrust

intimacy

Personal distance

hetero couples More Conflict over social issues

Homo couples More Conflict over distrust

Otherwise both kinds of couples 
were similar

authors noted the research here 
is very thin

Possible some issues prompt 
use of harmful conflict 
management techniques.

Conflict over economic matters 
resulted in reasoned argument 
often

Conflict over children and r.m. 
produced more negative 
emotion and withdrawal

Behavioral/
attributional conflict

An incompatible action happens, 
and then they try to make sense 
of it
They construct causal 
explanations
Perpetrators provide their own 
accounts of objectionable 
behavior

Individuals attribute different 
causes to behavioral 
incompatibility
A behavioral conflict Becomes An attributional conflict

Partners disagree over the 
explanations for each other’s 
behavior - I did it because of 
this, no you didn’t, you did it 
because of this

About passivity

Poor affectionate or sex role 
behavior

Insensitivity or unyielding 
actions

Irresponsible or annoying 
behavior

Emotional or aggressive actions

Avoidance of particular activities

Situational ineptness or social 
rejection

Habitual engagement in 
activities disliked by the partner

Overly caring or demanding 
behavior

Leading to attributions:
Circumstances or the actor’s 
characteristics

The actor’s preferences/beliefs 
or the actor’s characteristics

The desirability of the behavior 
or the actor’s characteristics

The partners or the actor’s 
characteristics

Different actor’s characteristics

Positive and negative attitudes 
toward the partner

They also argue about intention 
as well as cause

Actors usually prefer 
explanations that reflect 
positively on their partners
Partners prefer explanations 
that reflect the actor’s negative 
traits and attitude towards the 
partner

Attributional conflict especially 
common for people in unhappy 
relationships

Couples Not well adjusted Highly structured interaction 
pattern

One individual compalins that 
partners caused relational 
problem

General complaints that can’t be 
resolved

Cause counter complaints and 
responsive complaints that 
expand the and escalate the 
dispute

The complaints about personal 
characteristics

Personality

Attitudes

Emotional nature

Partner responds defensively 
reduting claims

The defenseive statement then 
prompts more complaining Partners do not accept each 

other’s causal explanations for 
behavioral conflicts

Well adjusted Engaged in information seeking 
and disclosure

Took actions that acknowledged 
and confirmed each other’s 
statements
Develop shared understanding 
and incorporate the narrative 
into the truth of their lives
Specific complaints that can be 
resolved

Conditions for attributional 
conflict

Individuals must think about 
causal explanations

Think about each others positive 
and negative behaviors

Attributional thinking most 
common among distressed 
husbands and wives

Well yeah, they want the misery 
and pain to stop, or else they 
will never escape it, so the 
thinking goes

Better thinking, might be, 
change the behaviors first

Both feel victimized by the other Action is inappropriate, prompts 
criticism

Partner feels criticism was 
inappropriate and intolerant

Partner feels their own behavior 
is driven by good intentions

But sees partner’s relationship 
as irrational and inconsistent

So each one feels the other 
started it

And each one feels their 
intentions were more 
appropriate and legitimate than 
their partners

Less common with satisfied 
husbands and wives

Possible it results from self 
focused attention

They see their own behaviors as 
rational

But have real difficulty seeing 
how the same forces influence 
their partners

Also possible: effort to project a 
positive self image

Impression management could 
maintain self esteem

Affords strategic value during an 
interaction

By deflecting responsiblity from 
self to partner, a person might 
be in a stronger position to 
demand changes in the 
partner’s behavior

Transgression/
nontransgression-
based conflict

On entering new relationships Individuals face problem of how 
best to coordinate their actions One way is to create a set of 

rules 

Some behaviors that must occur
Some behaviors that must not 
occur

These provide A guide for behavior

A predictor of behavior

Transgression based conflicts 
have three key characteristics

Focus Six universal rules Three to prevent conflict Respect each other’s privacy

Not discuss things with others 
that they have shared in 
confidence
Not criticize each other in public

Two regulating intimacy Look each other in the eye when 
speaking

They should/should not have 
sex with each other

One dictating reciprocal 
exchanges

Repay debts, compliments, 
favors, no matter how small

Rules for specific kinds of 
relationships

Marriage has the largest number

For example, guide to marital 
arguing

Relationships differ with regard 
to particular resources and 
challenges experienced by the 
relational partners

Humans develop norms that 
guide relationships

Are sensitive to behaviors that 
violate appropriate relational 
rules
The degree to which certain 
behaviors creates feelings like 
betrayal varies predictably 
according to nature of 
relationship

E.g. acquaintance

Friendship

Coworker

Romantic involvement

Frequent kinds of 
transgressions

Extrarelational sex

Want to or dating others

Deceiving the partner

Flirting necking with others

These are all college students 
list of transgressions

Also lack of openness, honesty

Inconsiderate, insensitive 
behavior

Dominating behavior

Making relationship low priority

These are more universal

Salience When a partner tries to hide a 
transgression but it is found out, 
it becomes salient When a transgression comes 

into the light and the relationship 
now has to be seen framed by 
that transgression, seen in the 
light of that transgression
What parts of the relationship 
were a deception and a lie

Issues of trust etc.

How was the transgression 
discovered

Third parties reporting Least likely to be forgiven

Disclosed by transgressor Partner asked Relationship most likely to be 
terminated

Or transgressor just volunteered 
it

More likely to survive, 
perception of deception is 
reduced, therefore liklihood 
there will be another 
transgression

Partner caught in the act Relationship most likely to be 
terminated

Factors that kept a partner silent Victims Mull over transgression and 
imagine their partner committing 
the transgression
Recall prior instance of 
transgression

Plot revenge

Consider breaking up

Try to understand partner’s 
perspective

Consult friends about what to do

Stay with. Partner because no 
better alternative relationship

More thoughts of revenge
A columbo plot

Stay with partner because 
emotional commitment to 
relationship

Less likely to think about 
breaking up
More likely to consider partner’s 
perspective

Consequences
Individuals implicitly/

explicitly commt themselves 
to obey certain rules

When violated, there’s a sense 
of betrayal that could end the 

relationship

4 kinds of effects
Impact on the transgressor Action should induce substantial 

guilt 
Guilty feeling More likely to have learned a 

lesson, confessed them, 
apologized, changed behavior

No guilty feeling Focused on mitigating factors,  
find ways to blame partners for 
the transgressions and justify 
the misdeeds

Impact on the likelihood of 
confrontation

No guarantee that the partner 
will confront the transgressor

Most likely when individuals 
think It is their responsiblity to say 

something
The confrontation is in their self 
interest
They can influence the 
transgressor

The problem cannot be handled 
better by someone else

They can no longer tolerate their 
offensive behavior

When they do, they usually 
rehearse what they will say

Formulate precise goals for the 
encounter

Most likely when partner 
believes they have legitimate 
concerns

Promotes open expression 
problem solving behavior

Willingness on part of partner to 
listen

How the victim of a 
transgression responds to the 
transgressor

Prompts a cautious, risk averse 
outlook, wherein the individual 
becomes less willing to accept 
the transgressors excuses at 
face value

Suspicion is born

Victim seeks retribution and 
restitution

Revenge sought Forgiveness less likely

Rumination about the offense 
and its affects likely

Vengeful usually over 8 week 
period

May lead to retaliation May try to make them jealous

May try to make them feel guilty 
by reminding them of what they 
did

Vengeful thinking Reduces life satisfaction

Prompts great physiological 
stress

Negative emotion

Some victims forgive their 
transgressors

First the transgressor 
apologizes

Apology prompts victim to 
empathize with transgressor

Empathy in turn produces 
forgiveness

Results in conciliatory behavior

Less frequent avoidance of the 
transgressor

Eventual restoration of 
closeness

NOTE if victim attributes great 
degree of responsiblity to 
transgressor, forgiveness 
becomes less likely

That attribution mediates the 
degree to which victim forgives 
transgressor

No forgiveness Rumination about 
transgressions

Prompted great vengefulness 
and avoidance of transgressor

The impact of a transgression 
on the future of the relationship

Rules that often lead to 
relational harm Important causes of breakup of 

friendships
Being jealous/critical

Not keeping confidences

Not being tolerant of other’s 
friends

Criticizing each other in public

Not trusting/confiding in each 
other

Not volunteering help in time of 
need

Not showing positive regard for 
each other

Not standing up for the other 
when he or she is not present

Not providing emotional support

Causes of breakup of 
heterosexual romantic 
relationships

Partners should acknowledge 
each others identities and lives 
outside the relationship
Partners should express similar 
attitudes, values, interests

Partners should enhance each 
other’s self worth/self esteem

Partners should be open/
genuine with each other

Partners should remain loyal/
faithful to each other

Partners should gain relational 
rewards that are proportional to 
their investments
Partners should experience an 
inexplicable magic when with 
each other

Antagonistic/
Dialectical Conflict

Conflict can emerge from 
incompatible relationship needs 

Me/LH

Incompatibility takes two forms

Antagonistic Relation partners have opposing 
needs

One wants greater personal 
autonomy

One wants a deeper connection

Dialectical

One wants both, but finds 
fulfilling one need undermines 
the other Autonomy/connection

Predictability/novelty

Openness/closedness

Third party openness/
closedness

Integration/separation

Conventionality/uniqueness

Antagonistic/Dialectical two individuals value both poles 
of the argument

but the argument itself has 
driven them to adapt a single 
position

Resembles a principled 
argument

Nonantagonistic/dialectical Both partners value both poles 
and are jointly seeking to 
achieve both

Goal is find a means to achieve 
their mutual needs

Pure antagonistic
Pragmatic concerns such as 
scarce resources

Nonantagonistic/nondialectical Conflict from stress or 
misperception, for example

This is a new approach, results 
not in

Conflict 
management 
styles

Responses to Dissatisfaction

Conflict Resolution Styles

Conflict Tactics

Avoidance-Distributive-
Integrative Strategies

Relational 
contexts

Intimacy Cross Relational Comparisons

Developmental Comparisons

Dependence The chilling effect

Dependence and responses to 
Dissatisfaction

Argumentation 
patterns

Defining Features

Argument Sequences

Argument escalation Escalation sequences

Argument AttentuationSerial arguing

Relational Effects

Social 
networks

Social Networks as causes of 
Dyadic Conflict

Social Networks as Shapers of 
Conflict

Perceptions
Knowledge Structures

Conflict Frames

Conflict Metaphors

Conflict Scripts

Relational Beliefs

Problem Conceptualization

Perceptual Biases
Sentiment Override

Reactivity

Positive Illusions

Information Processing

Attributional conflict are usually 
irrefutable

Conflict escalation
Expanded from

Problematic actions

To causes for problematic 
actions

Victim then may raise other 
problematic instances that are 
consistent with his or her 
preferred causal attribution, 
explanation

Provocateur may try to refute or 
encounter

The evidence for the causal 
explanations is usually very 
weak, subjective, unclear


